Highline

Inspired by a vast array of sources - ancient Moroccan mosaics, Americana quilt blocks, encaustic tile designs and streamlined art deco architecture- the Highline series uses distinctive, raised lines to build dynamic patterns. This graphic line work creates expansive patterns allowing for grand scale installations.

Lines can appear subtle or more defined, depending on your glaze choice. In a single color the glazes flow from the high points to reveal striking designs. Any Highline design may also be hand filled with color selections from our delightfully bold gloss palette or our sparkling jewel toned crackle palette. We’ve also created sophisticated, classic gloss and crackle colorfill combinations to make ordering easy.

Incorporating Highline into your next project will absolutely transform your space into a room of beauty, magic and significance.

Pratt + Larson has been making custom, hand crafted tile since 1982. Our luxury tile studio is located in the heart of Portland, Oregon and our mission is to enrich your environment and your life. Our tile is available for purchase through our network of partners throughout the US and Canada.
G1-132  Highline F  Custom Gloss Colorfill

G1-133  Highline B  W63

G1-134  Highline C  CF105
G1-135  Highline B  CF19

G1-136  Highline D  Custom Crackle Colorfill

G1-137  Highline H  W98
G1-138  Highline A  Custom Crackle Colorfill

G1-139  Highline A  CF102

G1-140  Highline F  CF12
DESIGN INSPIRATION

Highline A

Highline B
We have created sophisticated crackle and gloss color combinations to make ordering ColorFills easy. Simply refer to any ColorFill number when ordering and we will apply the corresponding color combination to any Highline or Motif design. These colors are only intended for use in the ColorFill process; they are not available as field tile. Glaze depth in color filled areas will vary.

**CLASSIC COLORFILLS**

Classical Crackle ColorFills

Classical Gloss ColorFills

We have created sophisticated crackle and gloss color combinations to make ordering ColorFills easy. Simply refer to any ColorFill number when ordering and we will apply the corresponding color combination to any Highline or Motif design. These colors are only intended for use in the ColorFill process; they are not available as field tile. Glaze depth in color filled areas will vary.

**COLORFILL PALETTES**

Crackle Palette

Gloss Palette

Crackle and Gloss ColorFills may be customized, using our stunning color palettes. Please provide a line drawing specifying your preferred color placement and we’ll make you a sample for approval. Crackle and Gloss colors on these palettes are only intended for use in the ColorFill process; they are not available as field tile.